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Om SearchMaster

If you have fallen
into the water,
the SearchMaster
searchlight will
automatically light on
you. *
The SearchMaster searchlight automatically
locates personnel in distress, through full AIS
integration, and keeps the light on target
regardless of the weather.
Integrated pitch and roll
sensors in lamp head for
better tracking in high
seas.
360° horizontal light beam
rotation and +/- 45° vertical
light beam movement.
Advanced control functions
from the control box,
either with manual control
or automatic control.
Automatic light beam
focus for full utilization of
the searchlight, whether
work is done close to the
vessel or at a distance.

SearchMaster is suitable
for vessels of all sizes,
as it releases personnel
who normally steer the
searchlight during work
where a searchlight is
needed.
Full automatic SART / MOB
(Search And Rescue
Transponder) / MOB (Man
Overboard) monitoring,
based on AIS data, with
automatic tracking
of the alarm’s position in
the water if the position
is within the area of
SearchMaster’s operation.

* If you are wearing a PAB
(Personal AIS Beacon)
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Technical specifications
Electrical effect
180 watt
Voltage				
18 - 32 volt DC
Connection to the lamp
Power cable 24 volt, max 20 meter of 2.5 mm2 wire
Controller cable 12 volt, max 20 meter of 1.5 mm2 wire
Operating temperature
-25° to +50° celsius
Pitch / Roll
+/- 30° stabilized
Input
NMCA HDT, GGA, TTM, and AIS VDO
Output
1 data- & 1 alarm exit
International Standard
IEC 60945
- Kategori 1B & 1C Scope
IEC 61162-1
IEC 61162-2
Ingress Protection Marking
IP 66 Støv og spray forseglet
External Metal Surface Classification
MIL-A-8625 F
International Association of Classification Societies
IACS E10

Custom Icons

SearchMasters Connections

Full AIS, GPS, Radar
and Compass
intergration means
that SearchMaster
searchlight is always
alert and ready.

SEARCHMASTER

Simple and logical operation with automatic
functions.

CONTROLLER

Specially designed icons make the user
experience more unique compared to
traditional standard icons.
AIS

Eg. dimming down to 0%.
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GPS

RADAR

COMPASS
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